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“Gender regime change” is regarded as an inevitable global process. Today, the “status of women” unprecedent-
edly becomes the “barometer” of societies and the measure of the advancement of civilizations. The contempo-
rary international gender regime is based on a system of so-called modern values and, as the historical records
indicate, the United States has been prominent in defining the global “status of women”, its norms and mecha-
nisms. The present study takes Hillary Clinton's tenure at the Department of State (2009–2013) as a synopsis
of American history during which the status of women became a “cornerstone” of American foreign policy. It
delves into the concept of the “Hillary Effect” as a definitive factor in the US' engagement policy with Muslim
women in theMiddle East andNorth Africa. Its argument is that the US employs academic exchanges and univer-
sity-oriented programs to mobilize new generations of Muslim women scholars as the sources of “change” and
“democratization” in the region. Twomajor projects including TechWomen and NeXXt Scholars Initiative are ex-
amined as the case studies to give an overview of the US' major educational strategies overseas. The results indi-
cate the mentioned strategies to include: a) inspiring women for future leadership and democratization, b)
prioritizing the English language as the medium to communicate, c) setting programs based on bilateral willing-
ness, d) inspiring a sense of empowerment, expandingmembership in, and finally nurturing the sense of belong-
ing to American culture and political thought.
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Introduction

At the turn of the 21st century, many women and girls are
experiencing an absolutely different life compared to their mothers.
Gender equality and women's empowerment was the third among
the eight UN International Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
and will be the fifth major objective for the UN's post-2015 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).

The human has actually entered a newworld order characterized by
the “gender regime change” as Rita Kelly (2001, p. 154) entitles it. If
some years ago the question “What is awoman?”was considered a sim-
ple question answered on the basis of self-evident natural characteris-
tics and body organs i.e. biological sex, nowadays the question of

gender has altered these calculations. The belief that gender, doesn't
come into being by naturemakes it a contested field which is construct-
ed through the “symbolic representations” such as myths and stories as
“models of or for behavior” (Sanday & Goodenough, 1990, p. 5). The
concept of gender, according to Schlegel, implies “the way members of
the two sexes are perceived, evaluated, and expected to behave”
(cited by Ferraro, 1992, p. 282). Therefore, the “diverse representational
discourses”, naming linguistic, cinematic, literary, scientific, juridical,
etc. are expected to produce different gender regimes (Mohanty,
2003, p. 19), when as Claire Rasmussen (2009, p. 4) suggests, discover-
ing “any distribution of power along the lines of sexual difference” be-
comes an intellectual task.

A gender regime naturally consists of “set(s) of inter-connected gen-
der relations and gendered institutions” (Walby, 2009, p. 301) that im-
pose special “meanings” onto the existing biological differences
(Rasmussen, 2009, p. 4). The current international gender regime is de-
veloped post World War II and as a product of ‘modern values’. The
West, then, defines itself to be superior, having the “authoritative dis-
course” to define the concept of woman and the conditions of her
well-being. The world, i.e. the UNmember states, is committed to regu-
larly observing women's status and giving reports accordingly,
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regardless of the gulf that exists between the international standards
andmarkers of this “status”within non-western cultures evolved in dif-
ferent civilizational contexts.

The contemporary gender mainstreaming and emerging signifi-
cance ofwomen's status of development; however, has its simultaneous
opportunities and challenges for different women in different societies.
In this regard, the concentration of the international society on the “sta-
tus of women” in the Middle East and North Africa is a typical instance.
As Lila Abu Lughod acknowledges in her pivotal work Do Muslim
Women Need Saving? (2013), the 21st century is characterized by the
emergence of “a new common sense” that is much created and led by
United States' humanitarianism to call the “world community” to act
based on “the urgency of battling for women's rights and equality” in
the region (Ibid, p. 87). War on Terror as the present dominant thesis
of American foreign policy, then, could have never been realized lacking
the excuse of saving Muslim women from the “brutal oppression”, “de-
liberate human cruelty” and “intimidation and control” as Laura Bush,
then first Lady of the US, was frequently repeating at edge of American
destructive attacks into Afghanistan and Iraq (Pratt & Woodlock, 2016,
p. 101).

In fact, this recently emerged international “common sense”, accord-
ing to Abu-Lughod (2013), is based on the idea of “clash of cultures” be-
tween “the West and the ‘Rest’” (p. 6), it targets the Muslim women as
symbols of the “alien culture” of Islam, and it legitimizes the West's
“popular battle” for “the plight of Muslim women” (Ibid, p. 8).

The present paper assumes that this rescue mission has got a vital
credibility during Hillary Clinton's tenure at State Department (2009–
2013) by representing Islamicworld as a homogenized landwhere gen-
der discrimination and inequality persists to exist and women who are
“caged in their cultures” (Abu-Lughod, 2013, p. 26) need to be saved.
Clintonwas highly successful in gendermainstreaming in American for-
eign policy as it is explained through the paper. However, it provides ev-
idences that her projects for Muslimwomen's empowerment at least in
terms of education aremuch instrumentally exploited align with Amer-
ican foreign policy to promote democratization and change in MENA.

“Status of women”: a global agenda

The international gender regime is well potential to transformation
and adjustment. A crucial component of change in contemporary global
gender regime has been the advent of the “status of women” as a prev-
alent discourse of development.

Today, asNadiaHijab suggests, “the status ofwomen seemed to have
become themajor indicator of a country's modernity” (cited by Haddad
& Esposito, 1998, p. 7, emphasis added). Lara Deeb (2006) also confirms
that the “status of women” becomes “the universal standard of mea-
sure” to assess the “modernness” of cultures and countries (p. 30, em-
phasis added).

The role of theUS in constructing theworld assumptions on the “sta-
tus of women” has been substantial. Americanswere building its prima-
ry versions in the US domestic realms simultaneous with its
institutionalization in the League of Nations during 1920s and 1930s
(Hewitt, 2010, p. 153). From cultivating activism in the Pan-American
Union to the approval of the “Women's Status Bill” (1946)which carried
the recommendation for the creation of the Presidential Commission on
the Status of Women (PCSW),5 the significance of the status of women
was being fabricated in different aspects of American society.

The changing order of gender has been the outcome of a web of
ideas, organizations, and programs that constituted the concept of
“the status of women” and made it consolidated as a global project
from 1945 to 1995.

The formation of the United Nations, a world polity invented by the
United States, brought an opportunity for the west, particularly the US,
to gradually create an agreed language on the “status of women”, in jus-
tification and structure, among the member states (Barrett & Frank,
1999). The period between signing the UN Charter (1945) and the
Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing (1995) is still counted
a historic moment essential to understand the present “global” regime
of gender.

The UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(1948) have been among the primary sources that respectively ac-
knowledged the equal dignity, human rights and full rights and free-
doms for all, including women, “without distinction as to race, sex,
language, or religion”, and “without distinction of any kind, such as
race, color, sex, language, religion,… birth or other status”.

American women were among the pioneers in this discourse build-
ing: Virginia Gildersleeve was the only woman who was entitled by
Franklin D. Roosevelt in the U.S. delegation to write the United Nations
Charter and finally she was one of four women6 among its 160 signato-
ries (Islam, 2014, p. 15). In another example, the US' representative,
Dorothy Kenyon, was one of among fifteen original members of the
Commission on the Status of Women.7

“Women's status”: an American mandate of foreign policy under
Clinton's tenure

The United States envisioned a meaningful link between promoting
women's rights and freedoms and its mission of preserving the global
peace post World War II. Eleonor Roosevelt, then the First Lady of the
United States, addressed “the women of the world” in the inaugural
meetings of the UN General Assembly in London in February 1946 as:

To this end, we call on the Governments of the world to encourage
women everywhere to take a more active part in national and interna-
tional affairs, and onwomenwho are conscious of their opportunities to
come forward and share in thework of peace and reconstruction as they
did in war and resistance (cited by UN Special, 2015).

Americans had been seriously involved in women's discourse-build-
ing for three decades up to the Fourth World Conference on Women,
convened by the UN in Beijing (1995). There, the major documents,
the Beijing Declaration and its Platform of Action, came out to distin-
guish basic lines of inquiry and global standards in gender equality
and empowerment of women.

“Let it be that human rights are women's rights and women's rights
are human rights, once and for all”. These 19 words in Beijing, but, con-
structed Hillary Clinton's international name, then the First Lady of the
US, when she launched a global women's movement under the leader-
ship of the United States and it's still acknowledged as the Hillary Effect
(Parker, 2013).

Hillary Clinton still symbolizes the so-called US' global commitment
for the promotion of women's human rights and their social and politi-
cal participation. As the United States Strategy to Prevent and Respond
to Gender-based Violence Globally (2012) asserts, under the leadership
of Secretary Clinton, “gender equality and advancement of women and
girls” is put “at the forefront of the three pillars of the U.S. foreign policy-
diplomacy, development, and defense”.

Within the US' borders, Clinton needed to overcome obstacles and
she changed theUS'worldview to take the geopolitics ofwomen crucial.
As Madeleine Bunting wrote in Guardian (2011), Hillary Clinton suc-
cessfullymadewomen's rights “the signature issue” of American foreign
policy. She actually did so firmly and explicitly when she questioned
those she called the pundits who consider women's issues “a bit soft”.
She did challenge such an attitude like the time she was addressing

5 It was tomake the US from the very countries to investigate and review “the econom-
ic, civil, social, and political status of women, and the nature and extent of discriminations
based on sex throughout theUnited States, its territories and possessions”; however itwas
not put into practice till 1960s (Hewitt, 2010, p. 154).

6 The others included Minerva Bernardino (Dominican Republic), Bertha Lutz (Brazil)
and Wu Yi-Fang (China).

7 The sub-committee derived from the UN Commission on Human Rights which
changed into a full commission in 1946.
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